A HELPFUL GUIDE FOR

SMALL
BUSINESSES
1

TURN YOUR
BUSINESS
GREEN...
As a small business owner reading this guide, you may be keen
to learn more about sustainability and how to make your business
more environmentally friendly. You may, of course, be of the opinion
that going green is too much effort and does not provide significant
benefits to your business and the environment as a whole. This
guide will help break down this way of thinking, and show you
that whatever stage your company is at, conducting business in a
sustainable fashion is a viable option.

What makes a business sustainable?
Green matters are currently a fashionable concern. Unfortunately, as with any ‘buzz’ issue, some
large corporations jump on the bandwagon claiming to be sustainable, when in actual fact it is
a smokescreen to cover up the real harm they do to the environment. Therefore to understand
what a sustainable business really is, it’s necessary to define it.
In general terms, a sustainable business will attempt to incorporate ‘green thinking’ into every
facet of its operation and into the culture of the business itself. This is epitomised by long term
thinking, considering the impact on the environment of every decision made, and being ready
to constantly adapt to the ever-changing world. This means that no business, big or small,
can declare themselves as green and stop there. It is a process that demands continual selfimprovement and commitment to the cause, and should not be undertaken light-heartedly.
Subsequently, as making your business environmentally friendly and keeping it that way takes a
huge amount of time and effort, you are no doubt asking yourself why it is worth your while.

How will you benefit from going green?
Luckily for you, environmentally-friendly business practices
are a winner at every level. Before you even think about
how it will help the environment, going green can
seriously improve your bottom line and company image.

BILLS

As your utility bills no doubt confirm, gas and electricity
are incredibly expensive at the moment, so it makes
good business sense to reduce waste in this department,
benefiting the environment in the process. As you will
see, there are many simple procedural changes you can
implement immediately with next to no outlay that can
help you save money instantly.
From a marketing point of view, promoting yourself as a
business that cares about its impact on the environment
can only help to differentiate your firm from competitors, attracting a whole host of new green
customers and suppliers as a result.
If you are also successful in spreading this environmental awareness to your employees, it
has been proven that staff morale will improve as they will feel happy to be part of a forwardthinking organisation that cares about its impact on the planet.
So, to recap, going green will save you money, improve your public image, increase staff
morale and save the world, all at the same time. It may sound like some kind of magic trick, but
thankfully it is real and if this sounds appealing, you can get started straight away.
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How can you make your business sustainable?
There is no way around it, making your small business as green and sustainable as it possibly
can be takes a lot of work. However, with a bit of simple planning and starting with the basics, it
can soon become just part of the job and not seem like any extra work at all.
The remainder of your green guide is split into three sections. The first presents you with a
series of either free or economical ways to get you thinking green today, many of which will
produce savings you will notice almost immediately. The next section is concerned with options
that, while costing more to implement initially, will provide even greater benefits to your
business and the environment in the long term, and will more than pay for themselves. Finally,
you will learn about some of the best services and wider initiatives designed to help you confirm
your status as an environmentally-friendly organisation.

30

OF ALL ENERGY
CONSUMED
IN THE UK IS
WASTED.
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CHEAPER
OPTIONS
There is a common misconception among many small business owners that
becoming more energy efficient is time consuming, costly and doesn’t produce
any immediate results. While this is partly true - as we will come to in the next
section of this guide - it doesn’t tell the whole story.
The truth is there are many systems you could implement immediately that will cost almost
nothing to initiate, and will start producing visible results straight away. Think about how you
use energy and resources currently; by simply turning off a light switch or reducing the amount
of printer paper used, your business can receive the immediate tangible benefit of reducing
costs, while the environment will have less of its resources used unnecessarily.
Yes, the more expensive options in the next section will help you to run an even greener
business in the long run, but these simple, easy to set up practices will ensure that sustainability
is at the forefront of your employees minds on a day-to-day basis, and will provide the
foundations for larger green energy projects in the future.

GENERAL PRACTICE
It is estimated that 30 per cent of all the energy consumed in the UK is wasted. So, before you
go spending excessive amounts on solar panels and wind turbines to produce more energy,
manage the amount you are wasting first.

Lighting

fit
energy
Switch
saving
yourbulbs
bulbs

Most energy in the office environment is wasted through the
unnecessary use of lighting. The usual nine-to-five stretch is
also the day’s lightest period, so lighting rooms for no reason
is one superfluous use of energy that can easily be cut out. By
doing this and having staff manually turn off lights when they
leave a room, you could save 15 per cent annually.
Further savings on lighting can be made by fitting energysaving light bulbs. Although they are initially more expensive
than conventional varieties at the point of sale, they are
proven to reduce consumption by up to 75 per cent over the
lifetime of the bulb, so they more than pay for themselves.

Heating
The second biggest drain on energy in
the workplace is heating. According to
Health and Safety Executive, a minimum
temperature of 16°C needs to be adhered
to in a place of work, although if the work is
of a physical nature, this can drop to 13°C.
Obviously a comfortable environment is
conducive to higher productivity among
staff, but heavy reliance on heating and
cooling systems is likely to use considerably
more energy. If this is the case in your
business, consider encouraging employees
to keep a warmer jumper or cardigan at
work so they can work at a comfortable
temperature without draining valuable
resources.
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Unplug laptops when
fully charged

unplug
me when
charged

Many offices now use laptops instead of
conventional desktop computers. Once
fully charged, they can work off their own
battery power for many hours, meaning
leaving them plugged in at the mains is
a complete waste of time and money.
Consider implementing a policy whereby
as soon as the portable device is 100 per
cent charged, it is unplugged from the
wall. This practice will also prolong the life
of the battery itself, as leaving it plugged
in to the mains can reduce performance
in the long term - sometimes even making
the battery completely useless. This will
save yet more money and resources.

Energy monitoring systems (free from 2014)
For a business to reduce the costs of energy and lower its environmental impact, it’s vital that
the company has access to accurate data about their energy usage as opposed to the estimates
provided by energy companies.
Currently the government is rolling out its smart meter plan, which is aimed at both domestic
buildings and business premises. Smart meters provide real time information that allows you to
closely monitor energy consumption and costs.
This is particularly advantageous to small businesses who can easily manage their energy
usage using these systems to make substantial savings, while not being faced with complex
management of numerous or large sites.
Smart meters will be rolled out nationally in the UK from 2014 onwards and will be free to
consumers, but if you can’t wait until then, you can by one inexpensively now.

Email instead of paper
Replace paper flyers with e-marketing
Although printing thousands of flyers and sending them out to every address in your database
can occasionally be an effective way of promoting your business, there are better options
available which are cheaper and don’t harm the environment to anywhere near the same
degree.
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A 2011 report by the Guardian said that local councils across the UK were paying millions of
pounds a year to either recycle or dispose of advertising mail. Obviously these thousands of
tons of mail cost the environment in terms of their initial construction, method of delivery, and
then again when they are recycled, destroyed or sent to landfill. Even when they are recycled,
there is an energy cost involved.
The obvious alternative to this is to replace physical flyers with email marketing. As well as being
more environmentally friendly, marketing campaigns executed through these methods can be
targeted and tracked more effectively. With an email, you can see exactly how the respondent
interacted with the information presented; with a flyer in the post, you have no idea if the
respondent read it or if it went straight in the bin.
In 2007 the anti-virus firm McAfee reported that the
energy used to send the trillions of spam emails every
year could have powered two million homes in the
US, and uses the energy of more than three million
cars. Email marketing then is not without its own
environmental cost and infrequent, carefully targeted
campaigns are recommended as best practice.

Encourage email communications
between staff
Although it may seem obvious, staff
correspondence via email is much more
environmentally friendly than passing messages
around on scraps of paper.

email
instead
of snail
mail

On average a letter delivered in the UK produces
about 26g of CO2. Even a long email that takes
several minutes to read will only produce around
seven or eight grams. Bear in mind that the 26g
only covers delivery of the letter - not its writing
or printing.

Email communication can also benefit your business as important messages on
scraps of paper can easily be misplaced or make their way into the wrong hands. Email provides
a backed up, electronic history of correspondence which is much safer and security minded.

Companywide printing guidelines
When printing a document, most jobs come in at over one page in length. Therefore, if you are
not already, utilising both sides of a piece of paper could almost cut your paper usage in half,
providing you with the obvious benefits. Printing in duplex or using a booklet format is an easy
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solution that should be commonplace in all offices.
It might sound far-fetched, but encouraging employees
to use a thin font can also lead to serious savings. In 2010
University of Wisconsin Green-Bay switched to Century
Gothic as their default font and made a ten per cent
dent in their $100,000 annual printing bill. The university
estimated that business making a similar move could save
approximately $80 per printer per year on average.

Use paper with high recycled content
The production of paper requires huge amounts of energy
and water, and is extremely costly to the environment.
Any chemicals that are added such as china, clay, titanium
or starch must be extracted, processed and transported,
too. Add these to the deforestation issue, and paper
production clearly has a colossal environmental impact.
Comparatively, recycled paper requires 28 to 70 per
cent less to process than standard paper. In addition
to the environmental benefit, much of the recycled
paper available is produced domestically, so you will
be support the UK economy too. Almost all of the
virgin fibres are produced abroad.

use
recycled
paper
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It’s been predicted that the UK will run out of
landfill space within the next ten years, at which
point incineration will be the main method of
dealing with waste. Incineration has extremely
severe consequences for human health and the
environment, so any way your business can reduce
the amount of paper that goes into waste will make
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EXPENSIVE
OPTIONS

WITH LONG TERM BENEFITS

So, your business has worked its way through all of the cheaper options above,
and is pleasantly surprised with the effect it has had on your bottom line
and the good press gained from the new green approach. Your staff are also
embracing sustainability and putting pressure on you to make even bigger
changes. What are your options?
Luckily, the hints above are just the tip of the iceberg because with a bit of investment and
patience, you could be saving even more money in the long run. Many of the following
options may include higher implementation costs, but after this initial outlay, they will pay for
themselves and more in the years to come.
Obviously they may not all be viable for every
small business, but it is definitely worth your
while to investigate each option and discover
which are best for you.

Sensors to manage lights and other electrical equipment usage
One of the main problems small business owners have with implementing green practices in the
workplace is staff enthusiasm. If employees are not naturally environmentally responsible, they
may see constantly checking lights are turned off as a bit of a pain and not take part.
One way to combat this antipathy is to automate the process. Luckily, there are a plethora
of technologies that can be used to regulate the operation of nearly all workplace energyconsuming operations, ensuring equipment is not using energy when it’s not in use.
Energy-consuming operations that can be regulated with this type of technology can include•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lighting controls
Daylight harvesting
Occupancy sensors
Room temperature sensors
Climatic sensors
Position sensors (used to control things like air conditioning systems when windows are open)
PC and other IT equipment

It’s estimated that in newly constructed business premises 15 per cent savings could be made,
whereas if the building is being retrofitted those savings could go up to 70 per cent. Therefore,
although sensor technology is not particularly cheap, if you have an old building that is
haemorrhaging energy, you could pay for the installation within the first year through savings on
energy bills.

PC auto shutdown software
Again, no matter how much you try and ingrain it into an employee’s routine, human nature
dictates that individuals will forget to turn off their computers occasionally, wasting energy
powering them overnight when no one is using them. By installing software that automatically
shuts down computers at a certain, predetermined time, PCs and laptops will no longer be left
on overnight or when they are in suspended power mode. This can reduce the cost of powering
such machines by over a third.

Installing insulation
Operating in properly insulated premises can help small businesses significantly reduce their
carbon footprint. A correctly insulated suspended ceiling could reduce energy consumption by
up to 26 per cent as for many businesses energy is wasted by going straight out of the roof, as
heat rises.
Cavity wall insulation is estimated to save an average three-bedroom semi-detached home
around 550kg of carbon dioxide a year which translates to financial benefits of around £135.
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Obviously these figures would be even greater for a building with larger premises.

Convert light system to LED
LED lighting systems may seem costly when you consider only the initial purchasing costs of
bulbs and control systems, however a generic LED bulb will typically use just nine watts of
electricity compared to the 60 watts of standard bulbs. A generic LED bulb will also typically
enjoy a 25,000-hour lifespan versus a lifespan of just 2,000 hours for a standard bulb. A good
quality LED bulb should also offer several times the illumination of a standard bulb.
Whilst the environmental benefits of LED lighting systems are well established, many businesses
have been reluctant to adopt this technology because of the varying quality of LED lighting
systems on the market.
To ease these concerns and ensure good take up of LED lighting systems, in turn ensuring that
the environmental benefits of the systems are seen as quickly as possible, the Energy Saving
Trust (a UK body made up of government and private enterprise) has instituted a labelling
system for LED lighting systems to ensure consumer trust in such products.

Use Energy Star affirmed technology
Originating in the US, the Energy Star provides an
internationally recognised standard for the energy
efficiency levels of consumer products.
Energy products rated by Energy Star include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Computers
Servers
Appliances
Heating and cooling systems
Home electronics
Imaging equipment
Lighting

Using Energy Star-marked technology can lead to 20 to 30 per cent reduction in energy usage
from standard appliances.
The Energy Star website offers a database of approved products in the European Union. Whilst
use of Energy Star-rated products is not mandatory for businesses based in the EU, their use is
advised.
Using this technology can have huge environmental benefits, especially to businesses using
specialist technologies or manufacturing processes. The EU offers specialist help for businesses
in this sector when sourcing Energy Star-related products, which can be accessed here.
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Install renewable energy sources
On top of saving energy supplied from an external source, purchasing the means necessary to
produce your own can also massively reduce bills and carbon footprint in the long run.
Installing renewable energy systems is a big step and one that seems daunting to many
small businesses who might baulk at the time and cost commitments this requires. However
installing renewable energy sources at your premises is a great way to save money and help the
environment. Practical options for small businesses include:
• Solar panels
• Wind turbines
• Ground source heat pumps
Whilst it might seem confusing and difficult to choose the best
system for your premises, there are a number of government and
third-sector organisations that are committed to helping small
businesses do this, helping you to find any funding options that are
available.
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SERVICES
& WIDER
INITIATIVES
The route to becoming a green, ecologically-minded business doesn’t have to
stop at simply buying products and making your staff turn off their computers.
Promoting green thinking and sustainability in every aspect of your business
and in every supplier you choose will ensure that your small business receives
the accolades it deserves for its commitment to the cause.
But this effort should not be confined within the walls of your workspace. It should instead
extend out to how you and your employees travel to work too, as ultimately the carbon
footprint of these journeys are also the responsibility of your business.

Find a sustainable energy supplier
It is all well and good cutting down on your businesses usage levels and improving your
sustainability, but to be truly committed to green living you need to ensure your external energy
supplier has the same commitment. Luckily, there are a number of specialist suppliers who offer
green energy. They may not have the visibility of some of the big energy firms but they are
very committed to providing clean and affordable energy to businesses and often work hard to
establish and maintain close relationships with their SME customers.
Getting your energy from specialist suppliers like these is a great way to show your commitment
to being green. They’ll often also be very clear about how the money made from your bills
is reinvested in new green energy projects. These types of energy suppliers may also offer
partnering opportunities, which could again provide fantastic publicity for your company.

Offsite data storage
Why spend time and money doing something which could be done externally in a much
cheaper and environmentally friendly manner? Small businesses have been somewhat reluctant
to embrace off-site data storage, with 50 per cent of survey respondents to a Rioch Survey
saying that mobile devices have made it harder to manage their document management
process. However, using cloud storage technologies can have both environmental and cost
benefits for small business.
First and foremost they are not obliged to pay for the energy costs of running a server.
Contractors offering off-site data storage will no doubt have a server farm set up where
environmental conditions have been optimised to ensure servers are cooled properly and work
as efficiently as possible, saving energy and benefitting the environment. Check this before you
choose a supplier however, as some firms exist purely for profit, working without consideration
for the effects of running huge servers 24/7 on the environment.
Providers of these services will typically offer packages that can be scaled to meet the data
storage demands of an expanding business.
A 2007 report from research firm Gartner estimated that the manufacture, use and disposal
of communications technology creates around two per cent of the world’s greenhouse gases,
the same as the aviation industry. By using off-site data storage, a small business can seriously
reduce its contribution to this figure.

Taking responsibility for the commute
As mentioned previously, your carbon footprint also includes how your employees travel to
work. By helping to guide their commuting decisions and rewarding those who make an extra
effort, this environmentally responsibility will hopefully be carried into their home lives too,
increasing your efforts to help the planet even more.
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Ride to work scheme
One way of improving the carbon footprint of commuting is to encourage employees to
choose a mode of transport that doesn’t use any fuel whatsoever. Businesses can sign up to a
ride to work scheme that promotes cycling to their employees and can help employees make
substantial savings.
Within the Government’s Green Transport policy there’s provision for employers to provide
bicycles and safety equipment to members of staff as a tax-free benefit. Technically employees
hire the bicycle from their employer until they have paid off the entire value of the equipment
and own it at a fair market price.
The employer pays full retail price, and the balance is recovered by reducing the employee’s
gross salary. Employers can also benefit from National Insurance contribution savings. Because
the bike is tax free to the employee, they save about 32 per cent on the cost of a bike.
Organisations like Cyclescheme help firms promote the Government’s cycle scheme to
employees and also help them administer it. Some may even provide these services free of
charge, making their money through partnering schemes with bicycle retailers.

Promote car sharing
As well as the obvious environmental benefits of employees car sharing, there can be
financial benefits to promoting such a scheme too. An effective scheme means a reduction
in the number of parking spaces required for staff which can mean some can be leased out
to generate additional revenue, or alternatively spaces stay free for things like client visits. If
you are new business, car sharing can be good for staff morale too, as friendships between
employees will no doubt blossom more quickly if they are spending an extra hour or so a day
getting to know each other outside of the office.

Promote eco-safe driving
It is not however enough to just promote a car-pool system. When employees have to drive
they should as far as possible practise eco-safe driving too, especially as this is now part
of the driving test in the UK and Northern Ireland. As well as being safer and much more
environmentally friendly, eco-safe driving helps to save money. Key tips for eco-safe driving are:
• Accelerate and brake smoothly and in good time
• Stick to speed limits, this prevents extra fuel being used up needlessly
• Don’t rev the engine, this uses up fuel
• Use the gears thoughtfully and make sure you’re using as high a gear as possible at any given
time as this will reduce the amount of fuel you use
• Make sure tyres are correctly inflated. If tyres are under inflated then excess fuel may be
consumed
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